ABSTRACT News has been an important source for many financial time series predictions based on fundamental analysis. However, digesting a massive amount of news and data published on the Internet to predict a market can be burdensome. This paper introduces a topic model based on latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) to discover features from a combination of text, especially news articles and financial time series, denoted as Financial LDA (FinLDA). The features from FinLDA are served as additional input features for any machine learning algorithm to improve the prediction of the financial time series. We provide posterior distributions used in Gibbs sampling for two variants of the FinLDA and propose a framework for applying the FinLDA in a text and data mining for financial time series prediction. The experimental results show that the features from the FinLDA empirically add value to the prediction and give better results than the comparative features including topic distributions from the common LDA.
I. INTRODUCTION
The efficient market hypothesis (EMH) formulated by Fama [1] , [2] suggested that price changes instantly respond to new information, and they are unpredictable. Accordingly, historical data cannot be used to make profitable predictions. However, many approaches have been used to predict financial market movement, crashes or booms [3] , and the prediction still remains the subject of active continuing research.
Basically, technical and fundamental analyses are used by investors to predict financial time evolution, such as stock prices. Technical analysts believe that historical market data, primarily price and volume, provide features for price prediction [4] . Also, price and volume can be extended to more complex indices, such as relative strength index (RSI), Accumulation/Distribution Oscillator (A/D), etc. Technical analysis focuses on using methods to extract other information
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Although taking news into consideration, some studies set textual information aside and only used its numerical data, e.g., the number of news articles and their timestamps. Chan [10] , for example, used the date of the news on which the stock was mentioned (stock name was used as a keyword) and found evidence of 'post-news drift'. Their data supported behavioral finance theory [11] , [12] about both investor overand under-reaction to new information coming from investor irrationality.
Some studies considered every word, rather than only some keywords. For instance, Fung et al. [13] investigated the immediate impact of news articles, archived by Reuters, on the price changes of Hong Kong Stock Exchange (SEHK) stocks and presented a system to predict rise and fall trends of stock price. They described guided clustering to filter out articles that were not useful in trend prediction. Every word in the article was extracted and assigned a numerical value by tf-idf [14] and then some of the articles were filtered out by an extension of incremental k-Means clustering [15] . Then, they were distinguished by a new differentiated weighting scheme to become features in a Support Vector Machine (SVM) [16] to predict the trends.
Some research in financial text mining extracted more related textual information so as to identify key topics in the underlying story. Jin et al. [17] , for instance, employed the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to reduce Bloomberg news articles into 30 topics and then manually aligned them with currency fluctuation so that top and related topics could be identified. They identified relevant sentences through predefined keywords and calculated movement by using customized sentiment dictionaries. Their system was used to forecast most of the studied events using simple linear regression. For another recent example that showed that financial news topics affect financial time series, Feuerriegel et al. [18] used the common LDA to extract 40 topics from German adhoc press releases and discovered that some topics significantly affected abnormal returns of stocks.
These examples show that text and data mining for stock prediction is an interdisciplinary research that requires linguistics, machine learning and behavioral finance. So, there remains room for improvement, depending on which area or aspect is used. Practically, the key components, for obtaining a final result, are data selection, data preparation and modeling. Additionally, the LDA model, which extracts new lower-dimensional features, is also considered to be a feature extraction in data preparation. Moreover, many researchers previously reported that news and financial market were related to each other and reducing news to a topic distribution gave value to the relationship. Accordingly, we introduce Financial LDA (FinLDA), a modified LDA, to take changes in financial time series into account to improve feature extraction from text for the prediction. The topic distributions from FinLDA are domain-specific features specialized to the financial domain. Such topic distributions are then considered as features to be employed in a machine learning model to take the advantages of our FinLDA.
Machine learning has become a main stream for financial time series prediction. For over a decade, some researchers have applied artificial neural networks (ANN) and support vector regression (SVR) to predict financial time series, e.g., [6] , [19] , [20] . Others compared the results from their SVR with the results from the earlier models, especially, MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP), e.g., [21] , [22] .
As proposed in this article, FinLDA is a domain-specific type of topic modeling for feature extraction in a data preparation phase. We therefore focus on the explanation of its model and an experiment to study the potential benefits of the features, i.e., abstract topics, derived from it. To evaluate the performance of FinLDA, we need at least one machine learning algorithm to get the final results in a modeling phase. Accordingly, we mainly followed the recent research by Guo et al. [22] to use conventional SVR and MLP as our base algorithms. It is our intention by not using other more advanced algorithms like those based on gradient boosting, such as XGBoost [23] , LightGBM [24] and CatBoost [25] . This is because we want to investigate the true benefits of FinLDA as an important aspect in feature extraction, leaving those for our soon future work to gain deeper insights in FinLDA when combining it with other algorithms. Even though using them might improve the prediction, the complexity of the other algorithms in a modeling phase could deviate our focus from the feature extraction in a data preparation phase to a variety of algorithms in a modeling phase. Additionally, the most recent gradient boosting algorithm from Yandex, CatBoost, more focuses on handling categorical features whereas the outputs of FinLDA are numerical features [26] . Note that decision trees, which are commonly used as base predictors in gradient boosting, require numerical features for training data.
Unlike Guo et al. [22] that compared the performance of SVR and MLP with that of their algorithms as they implemented a new algorithm in a modeling phase, we used SVR and MLP to validate the advantages of the features from FinLDA by comparing the final results from the same machine learning algorithm when using the different sets of features.
Accordingly, we summarize our major contributions as follows:
• We introduced a new domain-specific topic model, the FinLDA model, incorporating changes in financial time series into the common Latent Dirichlet Allocation to generate a new set of latent topics related to the changes in a time series.
• We described two variant of FinLDA: 1) discrete FinLDA (d-FinLDA) uses, as input, the movements that are changes classified into a discrete set of values (e.g., no change, significantly up, minor up, etc.), whereas 2) continuous FinLDA (c-FinLDA) uses real numbers or actual differences.
• We provided posterior distributions used in Gibbs sampling for parameter estimation and inference in topic modeling with FinLDA.
• We considered FinLDA to be a feature extraction in data mining. As a result, this article focuses on the feature extraction in a data preparation phase, but we still need the other phases in data mining to get the final results. Accordingly, we provided the details of a framework for applying FinLDA in text and data mining for financial time series prediction.
• We used two approaches to prepare datasets for evaluation, i.e., train-test split and walk-forward testing routine [20] , [27] , also called walk-forward testing, walk-forward validation and a part of walk-forward analysis [28] .
• We used two conventional machine learning algorithms, i.e., SVR and MLP, in modeling phase to validate the advantages of the features from FinLDA by comparing the final results when their input data were 4 different sets of features, which were combinations of features from LDA, d-FinLDA, c-FinLDA and S&P 500. To our knowledge, this is the first endeavor to formally define a domain-specific topic modeling based upon the combination of text and change of financial time series for financial prediction. Moreover, we showed that the features from our FinLDA give additional values to predictive models in stock market index prediction.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly summarize related work. Section III introduces two types of FinLDA and details an approach to parameter estimation and inference, and we describe a framework for applying FinLDA in text and data mining for financial time series prediction at the end of the section. We set an experiment and show its comparative results with our discussion in Section IV, followed by our conclusion in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Here, we recap the common flow of data mining to show the phase, in which our model is implemented, and summarize machine leaning algorithms, used in our experiments, and LDA.
A. DATA MINING
Typically, a data mining project is managed through six phases based on CRISP-DM (CRoss Industry Standard Process for Data Mining) [29] , [30] -see Fig. 1 . The solid arrows denote the common flow, from one phase to another, without any revision for correction or improvement. The dashed arrows show flow between phases that could be repeated and the sequence is not rigorous. For example, after an evaluation, the current stage could also return to the data selection or the data preparation phase. We bold Phase 3 to highlight where our FinLDA is implemented in. SVM and MLP have been commonly used as base models for comparison among different time series prediction models. For example, Tay and Cao [21] compared SVR and Backpropagation Neural Network (BPNN) and showed that SVR performed better. However, Ince and Trafalis [6] showed that MLP outperformed SVR. Recently, Guo et al. [22] showed that their improved adaptive SVR outperformed SVR and BPNN. However, they showed that BPNN outperformed SVR in three out of five datasets. Accordingly, as we focus our research on improving data preparation by using our FinLDA, we adopt only the widely used SVR and BPNN in our modeling phase whereas other models could be further investigated in the future.
SVMs [16] are a set of supervised machine learning models. They are discriminative models, many of which are used for classification and some are used for regression analysis. The common method used to solve regression problem is SVR, introduced by Drucker et al. [31] . The main idea of SVM is the hyperplane with its margin. The hyperplane in the traditional Support Vector Classification (SVC) divides data into classes, whereas the hyperplane in SVR is used to predict the target value. Moreover, the hinge loss function in SVC is calculated only from the training data in the hyperplane margin, but SVR does not penalize the training data in the margin of tolerance, denoted by epsilon, . The performance of SVR mostly depends on the selection of a kernel, the penalty coefficient, C, and the parameters of the selected kernel. The Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel, also called Gaussian kernel, is commonly used [22] . So, we used SVR with the RBF kernel in our experiment. The RBF kernels can be formalized:
where k stands for kernel and k(x, x ) is a similarity function between training data, x, and unlabeled data, x . γ is a parameter used to tune the similarity function. Moreover, Guo et al. [22] indicated that cross validation was used to determine parameter values. Additionally, they stated that the SVR parameters were set beforehand and SVR with fixed parameters did not apply to constantly changing financial high frequency data. Accordingly, they did not use cross validation in their experiment.
The Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) is an earlier supervised machine learning algorithm, a class of feedforward ANNs. Perceptron, introduced by Rosenblatt [32] , is a representation learning algorithm and one of the first ANNs. Then, Rumelhart et al. [33] presented a variant of the MLP, trained by using backpropagation. Backpropagation has become a common approach for training MLPs and when the backpropagation is used with MLP, such the MLP is commonly denoted by MLP-BP or BPNN. Basically, MLP is a mapping function from input layers, passing through hidden layers, to output layers. The value in each neuron in a hidden layer is calculated from its previous layer with a weighted linear summation followed by a nonlinear activation function. The backpropagation method is used to update the weight, while an MLP model is trained on a given dataset. Moreover, an MLP can perform either classification or regression. So, we used MLP to perform regression in our experiment.
B. LATENT DIRICHLET ALLOCATION (LDA)
Latent Dirichlet Allocation was introduced by Blei et al. [34] as a generative probabilistic model to infer multiple latent topics from collections of discrete data, esp. a set of text documents. Blei et al. [35] presented further details of LDA and the smoothed LDA model, which became the stateof-the-art LDA. LDA is an unsupervised topic model and, as its only input, requires only basic units of discrete data which are words in documents in text corpora. The input is represented by a gray shaded circle in Fig. 2 , as shaded circle is basically the representation of observed node in probabilistic graphical model, where w d,n is the index of word n in document d. The final results from LDA are a predefined number, K , of latent topics, represented by vocabulary word distributions, β, and a topic distribution, θ d , per each document, d. θ d is calculated from z d,n , which is the topic number of word n in document d. β k is a word distribution of topic k, k ∈ {1, . . . , K }, Additionally, α and η are the hyperparameters of the Dirichlet distribution of θ and β, respectively.
An approximation of the posterior can be computed by many approximate inference algorithms, e.g., variational Bayes, expectation propagation, Laplace approximation and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Blei et al. [34] , [35] chose the variational Bayes method for inference and parameter estimation in LDA. However, Griffiths [36] presented an alternative approach for the parameter estimation and the inference in LDA by using Gibbs sampling. Gibbs sampling is a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), which is an algorithm for sampling from an intricate probability distribution. Gibbs sampling allows us to calculate approximate parameters and to infer the distribution by repetitive sampling [37] . Moreover, Griffiths and Steyvers [38] showed that Gibbs sampling was empirically the most efficient method for static topic models.
III. FinLDA
In this section, we describe parameters and generative processes of our discrete and continuous FinLDA, followed by their parameter estimation and inference. In the end of this section, we describe a framework for using our FinLDA in text and data mining for financial time series prediction.
A. MODEL DESCRIPTION
It was previously reported that changes in financial time series had association with topic generation. Inspired by this, our FinLDA is therefore developed as a modification of the common LDA to accommodate such the changes for feature extraction. Fig. 3 presents the probabilistic graphical model of our FinLDA, where a change in financial time series, after document d is published, is represented by the observed node, f d , in the blue shaded circle. Furthermore, we added a distribution of the changes per topic, δ k , in the figure, as a hidden node to link with the other distributions through f d . The historical data of a selected financial time series is processed to find its price change, f d , after the document d is published. The time-lag that is used to consider the price change can be any interval, e.g., 5 minutes, 1 hour, 2 days, etc. In the training process, when the financial time series are available, the distribution of changes affects the distribution of words in every topic k, β k , and also the distribution of topics in any document d, θ d . After the parameter estimation, the estimated word distributions in FinLDA are used in the inference method on a new document to get its latent topic distribution which we consider as input features for any machine learning algorithm. In summary, FinLDA uses a combination of words and changes of financial time series to improve the estimated parameters for inference from a new document and then get better input features from the inference for any machine learning algorithm to predict the time series.
Assume a corpus of D documents contains V vocabulary words, and document d consists of N d word tokens,
is assigned as a numeric token, essentially an index in the vocabulary, w d,n ∈ {1, . . . , V }. The number of topics, K , is assumed to be known and fixed.
Derived from LDA, FinLDA is also a probabilistic generative model. Accordingly, any word n in document d, w d,n , is assumed to be generated from a list of probabilities of V words when the word is topic k, β k,v , where the topic of the word, z d,n , is generated from a list of probabilities of K topics when the word is generated in the document d, θ d,k . However, we consider the price changes, f d , in two different ways, i.e., discrete and continuous. Note that our work can be applied either to stock price or index value changes: although we used the S&P 500 index in our experiments, we follow others and use 'price' as a generic term for both.
1) DISCRETE FINLDA (D-FINLDA)
We categorize continuous changes of financial time series into M movements: f d in d-FinLDA is a movement of price after document d is published. The number of categories, M , depends on thresholds, e.g., there are only two movements if the threshold is 0.5% change in both increase and decrease. But, if we set the threshold to be −1% change and +1% change, there will be three movements, M = 3, i.e., price change, > 1%, < −1% or −1%
1%. Accordingly, in the generative process, the movement after the document d is published, f d , is generated from a list of probabilities of M movements, when the probability of the movement m is calculated by weighted average of the probabilities of movement of each topic, δ k,m , by the number of word tokens in each topic k in the document d. Furthermore, we use symmetric Dirichlet priors for all Dirichlet distributions which are conjugate to multinomial distributions in the model. Accordingly, each of the hyperparameters, η, γ and α, is a single value.
The assumption of d-FinLDA, following its probabilistic graphical model, is described by a generative process as follows:
where
The joint distribution of the hidden and observed variables for d-FinLDA is:
where β is a K × V matrix of the probabilities of V words for all K topics and β k,v is a probability of word v when it occurs in topic k.
2) CONTINUOUS FINLDA (C-FINLDA)
In the continuous model, we used the price changes directly, f d = price t+timelag − price t . Accordingly, in the generative process, the price change after the document d is published, f d , is generated from a normal distribution with the weighted average of means, µ d , and a variance, σ 2 , instead of a multinomial distribution. We use a single variance, σ 2 , because VOLUME 7, 2019 it is the inherited variance from their parents, δ, which are distributed normally with the expectation of the distribution, γ , and their variance, σ 2 .
The assumption of c-FinLDA is described by a generative process as follows:
The joint distribution of the hidden and observed variables for c-FinLDA is:
B. PARAMETER ESTIMATION
The essential task to make FinLDA ready for the inference is to get the estimated values of all hidden variables, i.e., θ, β, δ and z. The values of hidden variables can be estimated by computing the posterior distribution of each of them given the words in documents, w, and the price changes, after the documents were published, f . The computation is based on the assumption in the previous subsection.
1) PARAMETER ESTIMATION FOR D-FINLDA
The posterior distribution of the hidden variables given the observed variables for d-FinLDA is
Theoretically, this can be calculated as the sum of the joint distributions from every possible hidden variable value. However, it is intractable to compute. Therefore, we applied the Gibbs sampling algorithm to find the inference. Each state of the Markov chain samples a value for each parameter, given the current values of the other parameters.
After the random variables, β, θ and δ, are analytically marginalized out, the posterior distribution for sampling in parameter estimation for discrete FinLDA is After a sufficient number of sampling iteration, the samples become the estimated values of the hidden parameters, i.e., β, θ, z and δ. The estimated value of a single parameter can be calculated by
Parameter estimation by Gibbs sampling for the discrete FinLDA is set out as pseudo-code in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Gibbs Sampling Algorithm for d-FinLDA
Data: All word tokens in D Documents, w, and their price movement, The posterior distribution of the hidden variables, given the observed variables for c-FinLDA, is:
The posterior distribution for sampling in parameter estimation for continuous FinLDA is:
The estimation of each θ and β in c-FinLDA after sufficient sampling iteration is the same as that in d-FinLDA. The only difference is the estimation of δ. It has only one value per topic because of its Gaussian distribution. The probability for a single sample can be calculated:
Parameter estimation by Gibbs sampling for the continuous FinLDA is set out in Algorithm 2: it follows the Algorithm 1 with the additional calculation of the mean and variance, γ and σ 2 , in line 2, 3 and 7. However, the number of iterations and the number of topics need to be defined before the sampling start. Griffiths and Steyvers [38] suggested the method to determine the number of iterations and the number of topics in LDA. They showed that the energy of assignments of all z was measured by The Hamiltonian, H (z), and was directly proportional to − log P(w, z):
−logP(w, z) = −logP(w|z)−logP(z)
With Dirichlet distributions, β and θ, as conjugate priors to w and z, P(w|z) and P(z) are probability mass functions of the Dirichlet-multinomial distribution, also called the Dirichlet Compound Multinomial (DCM). After the marginal joint distribution is obtained,
where v ∈ {1, . . . , V } and N k,v is the number of word tokens that are the same as vocabulary word v and assigned to topic k. Accordingly, the log-likelihood, − log P(w, z), can be used to find the proper number of iterations and the proper number of topics, K , for our FinLDA. They indicated that appropriate assignments of words to topics should emerge after a number of iterations, when the log-likelihood has stabilized, and running several experiments with different numbers of topics should get a suitable number of topics when the loglikelihood reached a minimum.
C. INFERENCE FROM A NEW DOCUMENT
After fitting the model, we can infer the posterior distribution for a new document by using the value of z as well as the approximated β, θ and δ. However, the probabilistic graphical model of FinLDA in Fig. 3 shows that if the price change, f d , is not known, δ and γ (and σ 2 for c-FinLDA) will not affect the other parameters in the model. Accordingly, the inference from a new document, with unknown price change, is the same as the inference for the common LDA. The posterior distribution for sampling in the inference from a new document is:
The inference from a new document is shown as pseudocode in Algorithm 3, following the Algorithms 1 and 2 without f , δ, γ and σ 2 . Here, we used FinLDA in text and data mining to predict financial time series and chose the S&P 500 index in our experiment. Alternatively, we could have chosen several other market indices or single stock prices. Also, the other large volumes of news in text form and possibly related to the S&P 500 index, stamped with publication time, down to the minute, could be used. Additionally, macro-economic data, e.g., unemployment rate, import or export trade amount, etc., or, for single stock price prediction, information about the company or its sector, e.g., net income, liabilities ratio, etc., could enhance the prediction.
In the data preparation phase of a general data mining exercise, there are many methods to process the data to get better features for the next phase and thus a better final result. Choosing a feature extraction model also depends on what kind of descriptive and target features are relevant to our goal. In the overall data mining context, a topic modeling with FinLDA is used for feature extraction in the data preparation phase. A usual pre-requisite is that some of the raw data need to be preprocessed. In our experiments, natural language text needs to be preprocessed by tokenization, stemming, stop word and noise removal, etc. A simple model often used to extract features from a text is the 'bag-of-words' model: this represents words in a document as vectors.
FinLDA requires only vectors of words, which 'bagof-words' provides, and the historical market data as raw descriptive features in the preparation phase. However, historical data needs to be calculated to get price changes for the continuous FinLDA and categorized to movements for the discrete FinLDA -see Fig. 4 . The outputs from parameter estimation in FinLDA, after trained by a training set, are three probability lists, i.e., topic proportions of all documents in the training set, word proportions for all topics and price movement/change distributions for all topics. The topic proportions become additional features for training a machine learning algorithm in the next phase. Furthermore, the word proportions become the mandatory parameter values for topic inference on a new document, which, in turn, generates a topic proportion of a new document and that proportion becomes additional features for a machine learning algorithm to predict a time series in the next phase. Moreover, simple historical market data, used as input features, can be converted to other derivative indices, e.g., moving average convergence divergence (MACD), stochastic oscillator (STO), etc., to form additional descriptive features.
Finally, a machine learning algorithm that can compute regressions, e.g., BPNN and SVR, used in this experiment, needs to be chosen to extract the advantage from our additional features. The chosen model needs to be trained by the topic distributions from the training data, which are outputs from parameter estimation in FinLDA, with other features. Eventually, the model can be used to predict the chosen index (or price or other series).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION
This section shows an experiment setup and its results in each step, including discussion alongside the comparative results. Our experiments are based on the data flow shown in Fig. 5 , which is similar to Fig. 1 , but trimmed into four phases. We compared our system's predictions for close prices of Standard & Poor's 500 Index (S&P 500) in the five minutes after news articles appeared on the Reuters website [39] . This experiment was conducted to show the benefits of including 71652 VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. Data flow in the four phases of our experimental system. the features generated by FinLDA by comparing the final results when using four different sets of features.
• Open, Close, Low and High prices from S&P 500 alone (SP500), as base features,
• SP500 with topic distributions from LDA (LDA&SP500),
• SP500 with topic distributions from d-FinLDA (d-FinLDA&SP500), or
• SP500 with topic distributions from c-FinLDA (c-FinLDA&SP500). As discussed in Section I, the focus of this experiment is on the evaluation of FinLDA in data preparation. We thus considered to use conventional BPNN and SVR as the tools to get the final results to validate the benefit of the features from FinLDA.
In addition, the experiment needs test sets for backtesting. Basically, for non-time series datasets, Hold-out sampling is a simple approach to prepare the dataset for an evaluation of machine learning algorithm, and k-fold cross validation is commonly used as a standard approach [29] . The latter simply partitions samples into k sub-samples and uses a partition as a test set and the rest as a training set. However, in financial time series prediction, past data are required to predict value in the future. Consequently, the simple k-fold cross validation that mixes between past and future data in a training set is inappropriate due to the temporal component. Accordingly, we used the other two approaches in backtesting for time series forecasting:
• The simple train-test split, also called the out-of-time validation, is useful and reliable when the dataset is large enough to train an accurate model. It is often used to fully evaluate the performance of the model [40] (see Fig. 6 ).
• Walk-forward testing routine [20] , [27] , which is a variation of cross-validation, divides dataset into k overlapping training-test sets (see Fig. 7 ). To measure the performance of BPNN and SVR when using four different sets of features, we used four metrics, i.e., the coefficient of determination, R 2 , Mean Squared Error (MSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD). Each is computed as follows: 
MSE
|observed i − predicted| (20) where N is the number of samples in the test set.
A. DATA SELECTION AND COLLECTION
S&P 500 is a capitalization-weighted index of common stocks based on the 500 largest companies listed on the NYSE or NASDAQ ranked by their market capitalization. The index covers about 80% of the available American equity market capitalization: the stocks in the index come from all 11 stock market sectors and most of the 157 sub industries in the U.S. Thus, it should be tested with global news which could affect many sectors. We collected 1 minute-level intraday S&P 500 market historical data from January 4, 2016 at 9. Reuters has archived and provided past news articles with their time of publication on its public website [42] . Totally, 824,424 articles of global news were published on the website from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2017. However, some were videos and slide shows from which we could not extract text, and a few were irretrievable. Thus, there are 820,731 usable text news articles.
B. DATA PREPARATION
To avoid some possibly abnormal price changes when the market is opening and closing, we set the experiment period on each trading day to start at 15 minutes after the market open and end at 15 minute before closing time, 9.45 a.m. to 3.45 p.m. EST (GMT-5). However, as we experiment to predict the price change in the next 5 minute after the news article is published on the website, we used only articles published between 9.45 a.m. to 3.40 p.m. EST (GMT-5) on trading days. Accordingly, the number of usable articles is reduced to 153,581. Additionally, due to 79 missing records of the historical data, 86 articles, which were published at that time or 5 minutes before that time, cannot be used. Consequently, 153,495 out of 153,581 documents are the text data for this experiment. After tokenization and stemming, by Python's Natural Language Toolkit [43] , and removal of stop words and noise, 24,378,279 word tokens and 170,875 vocabulary words, V , remained. Each word in each document was converted to a numerical representation by using 'bag-of-words' function in class Dictionary [44] in Gensim [45] and matched with the price change in the 5-minute interval after the documents were published.
We set the time-lag to be 5 minutes and used percent change instead of price change. So, f d for c-FinLDA is
For d-FinLDA, the changes must be classified into movements, and we considered the threshold based on the average of the 5-min changes in our training data collection period, which we used 3 to 1 ratio to split the data into training and test sets. The average is 0.04% change in both direction. We experimented with 0.05% change in both direction (rise or fall), which is a bit higher than the average, as our threshold. Accordingly, there are two movements, i.e., movement 1 if the price changes over the threshold, and movement 0 if the price does not change over the threshold.
We found 30,853 articles connected with the movement 1 (f d = 1) and 122,642 articles with the movement 0 (f d = 0).
After all the data were preprocessed, we need to split the data into training and test sets by our two approaches for backtesting. For the first approach, we performed the out-oftime validation to validate FinLDA as a whole in the entire collection. We believe that our data are sufficiently large for the simple validation, and as such, it massively reduced the processing time of our experiment. The whole dataset was split into training and test sets, with 3 to 1 ratio, without shuffle because of their temporal component. Accordingly, there were 115,121 samples of data in training set and 38,374 samples of data in test set, as shown in Fig. 6 .
For the second approach, as our dataset is pretty large, we selected approximately the last 6 months of the 2-year dataset, which had been the test set and never been used in the training set in the out-of-time validation. We divided it into 10 overlapping datasets with 21-working-day window (21 is the approximate number of working days per month) for each step. Each dataset was split into training and test sets with 3 to 1 ratio, as shown in Fig. 7 . The results from the two different validations were separately evaluated in the evaluation phase. Accordingly, we mainly discuss the results in this data preparation phase based on the whole 2-year dataset.
The data that were split to be the inputs for training our The other parameters, i.e., the hyperparameters of the Dirichlet distributions, the number of topics and the number of iterations, need to be set. The hyperparameters, α, γ and η, are basically less than 1, the value of each of which is specified, depending on how much sparse of the distribution we want. Without any particular principle, each research in the past chose a different choice of the value, e.g., Griffiths and Steyvers [38] used η = 0.1, α = 50/K , Asuncion et al. [46] used η = 0.1, α = 0.1 and Řehůřek and Sojka, used η = 1/K , α = 1/K in Gensim [45] . In our experiment, we set η = 0.01 for all topic models, so that we had a few words with high probability per topics. Similarly, we set γ = 0.01 for d-FinLDA but α = 0.1, for all topic models, to get many latent topics with high probability per document. However, some experimentation was needed to find the optimum number of topics and iterations.
We set the number of iterations in LDA, n iter = 120, with different numbers of topics, K , to show the effect of iteration count and topic numbers on log-likehoods. Fig. 8a shows that the log-likelihoods changed slowly, approximately, after n iter > 40 and stabilized, approximately, when n iter > 100. However, the experiment with LDA did not help us to decide the appropriate number of topics, K . We, then, attempted to find the optimum K from d-FinLDA which led to results in Fig.8b , which also shows stable results when n iter > 100. However, the results are better viewed in Fig. 9 which shows log-likehoods against the number of topics. The plots suggest that the data are best matched when K ∼ 20 and n iter 100. Accordingly, we set K = 20 and n iter = 120 for LDA, d-FinLDA and c-FinLDA.
After 120 iterations with the training dataset, some topics extracted from three different models are almost the same in their implicit meaning, i.e., the set of top words, ranked by their probabilities, are similar, but the orders of the ranking, implying their importance, are different. Furthermore, some topics from d-FinLDA and c-FinLDA seems to be a combination of 2 topics from LDA, some topics from d-FinLDA and c-FinLDA seems to be split from only one topics from LDA, and some topics are totally different.
We show an example of topics with their top 15 vocabulary words ranked by their probabilities from LDA, d-FinLDA and c-FinLDA in Table 1 to show the differences of topics from the three models. There are only four instead of five topics from both d-FinLDA and c-FinLDA in the table to show an example that a topic in d-FinLDA and a topic in cFinLDA look like a combination of two topics from LDA.
Additionally, we bold the words that might be helpful to interpret the meaning of topic, leading to the nominal labels that we assigned to each topic, i.e., 'Baseball', 'Health', 'Olympics', 'China-Korea' and 'Mid-East'. We set the same color to the same word to show their duplicates with a top word in the topic extracted by LDA, and left it black if there is no duplicate word. Topic 1, 'Baseball', has similar sets of words in each case as colored in cyan, although an important word, i.e., ''home'', was not ranked in the top 15 words in any topic from d-FinLDA. However, d-FinLDA and c-FinLDA ranked ''inning'' and ''pitch'' more highly which clarifies that the topic is about baseball. In topic 2, 'Health', including drug research and the Zika virus, has similar, but not identical, lists in the three methods. However, topic 3, the Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro, from LDA looks like it were combined with 'Health' topic and became topic 2 from d-FinLDA which seems to be a topic about Zika concern at the Olympic Games in Rio. Furthermore, topic 4 and 5 from LDA show a bit vague meaning about many countries and seem to be combined into topic 4 from c-FinLDA as colored in blue and magenta. For another example, not shown in the table, a topic about Trump from LDA was spread to two topics from c-FinLDA.
Practically, the interpretation and meaning of topics in this experiment is not necessary because the topics, which are word distributions, were then used to infer topic distribution from text. The topic distribution was considered as input features for a machine learning algorithm without any requirement to understand the meaning of those features. However, the different topics from three different models in the example show that changes from financial time series successfully affected word distribution of each topic in the parameter estimation. The benefit from the effect to the prediction is evaluated in the next phase.
In addition to the estimated word distributions for inference, we also got topic distributions of all documents in the training set from the parameter estimation process. The topic distributions were then used as input features to train SVR and BPNN in the next phase. We used estimated β values, affected by 5-min changes of S&P 500 in the parameter estimation process for FinLDA, and all words in the documents in the test set, 38,460 lists of word indices, w d,n , to get the topic distributions of the documents in the test set. The topic distributions were then used as input features for SVR and BPNN for testing in the next phase. However, some topic distributions, from both training and test sets, needed another processing because they were the topic distributions of the documents that were published at the same time (on a minute scale). Accordingly, we averaged the topic distributions of the documents, published at the same time, and derived 67,553 topic distributions from the training set and 22,518 topic distributions from the test set.
After getting all the prepared data, we arranged them into 4 sets of features for both training and test sets, i.e., SP500, LDA&SP500, d-FinLDA&SP500 and c-FinLDA&SP500. 
C. MODELING AND EVALUATION
As we concentrated on feature extraction in a data preparation phase, two conventional algorithms, i.e., SVR and BPNN, were applied to validating the benefits of FinLDA. To comply with our goal, we compared the results when using the four different sets of features in SVR (class SVR [47] based on LIBSVM [48] ) with RBF kernel and BPNN (MLPRegressor [49] ) in the scikit-learn library [50] , [51] by using four measurements, i.e., R 2 , MSE, MAE and MAD. Both classes in scikit-learn compute a prediction scoring metric, i.e., the coefficient of determination, R 2 . We used scikitlearn to calculate MSE [52] and MAE [53] and used the mad function [54] , in class DataFrame in pandas [55] , to calculate MAD. We also show predicted/actual scatter plot with an ideal fit line and Regression Error Characteristics curves [56] - [58] .
1) SVR-RBF
Initially, as we intended to compare the benefit derived from the different sets of features when using the same algorithm in a modeling phase, we used the default parameter values of SVR with default kernel, RBF, (SVR-RBF) in scikitlearn [47] for fair comparison. However, the results from all four sets of features were extremely poor. So, we gave the most advantage to the base features by tuning a suitable value of C and g (gamma) in SVR-RBF, based on trials with features from 2 years of SP500 only, which are the base features for this experiment.
We tested the combination of C and g in the range of 10 −10 to 10 10 for both parameters in SVR-RBF, but we show only the results from the small range of C and g that are not far from the best C and g in Table 2 . The results show that g ≈ 10 −5 and C ≥ 10 4 are optimum for SVR-RBF when using our base features, SP500 only. Accordingly, for SVR-RBF in this experiment, we set C = 10 4 , g = 10 −5 , with default values for the remaining parameters. Then, we used SVR-RBF with the datasets that were split by the two approaches of backtesting in the data preparation phase, as described in IV-B.
a: RESULTS OF SVR-RBF IN THE OUT-OF-TIME VALIDATION
The results when using the simple train-test split are shown in Fig. 10 to compare between the actual price of S&P 500 and 71656 VOLUME 7, 2019 N. Kanungsukkasem the predicted value from SVR-RBF when using four different sets of features. The gray line in Fig. 10 , which is a bit closer to black line of the actual price than the other lines of predicted prices, shows that d-FinLDA gave a bit additional benefit to the prediction. We compare the benefit among the four different sets of features by using the measurements in Table 3 . The coefficient of determination and the other metrics in Table 3 show that the performance from SVR-RBF was the best when we used the combination of features from d-FinLDA and SP500 (d-FinLDA&SP500) as input features. Although Fig. 11 shows only a bit different performance among the four sets of features, AUC was the best when using SVR-RBF with d-FinLDA&SP500.
b: RESULTS OF SVR-RBF IN THE WALK-FORWARD VALIDATION
The results from SVR-RBF when using 10 datasets from the walk-forward testing approach are shown separately for each measurement in Table 4 -7 and plotted in graphs in Fig. 12 . The average results from SVR-RBF when using 10 overlapping datasets are shown in Table 8 . The results in Table 4 -6 show that the prediction when using the combination of features from d-FinLDA and SP500 (d-FinLDA&SP500) as input features were better than that when using SP500 alone for all 10 datasets and were the best for 7 out of 10 datasets. MADs in Table 7 show that the results from SVR-RBF when using SP500 alone were better in some datasets but the results are only one last digit different from d-FinLDA&SP500. Furthermore, the average MADs from both of them are the same. As shown in Table 8 , the average performance from SVR-RBF was the best when we used the combination of features from d-FinLDA and SP500 (d-FinLDA&SP500) as input features.
Even though we adjusted C and g parameters to be optimum for SVR-RBF when using SP500 alone, the performance from SVR-RBF when using the combination of features from d-FinLDA and SP500 (d-FinLDA&SP500) as input features was still better than that when using SP500 alone. Accordingly, the additional features from d-FinLDA give some value to the prediction when using SVR-RBF. However, SVR-RBF seems to be able to get only little benefit from our FinLDA.
2) BPNN
MLPRegressor in the scikit-learn library implements BPNN and uses the square error as the loss function. Its output is a set of continuous values. In class MLPRegressor, we used the default values of all parameters [49] , except the shuffle parameter, because a 'false' for the shuffle parameter is appropriate for time series prediction. We repeated the experiment 1,000 times to obtain average R 2 , MSE, MAE and MAD values.
a: RESULTS OF BPNN IN THE OUT-OF-TIME VALIDATION
For the first approach of backtesting with the simple train-test split from 2-years dataset, Table 9 shows that the average performance of BPNN when using the combination of features from c-FinLDA and SP500 (c-FinLDA&SP500) was 5.5% better than that when using SP500 alone and 4.1% better than that when using the combination of features from LDA and SP500 (LDA&SP500). The average performance of BPNN when using d-FinLDA&SP500 was only a bit lower than that when using c-FinLDA&SP500. The standard deviation (SD) of R 2 when using SP500 alone is the worst and 630% worse than that when using c-FinLDA&SP500. Even though SD of R 2 when using LDA&SP500 is better than that when using SP500 alone, it is still a lot worse than those when using c-FinLDA&SP500 and when using d-FinLDA&SP500. The average MSE from d-FinLDA&SP500, 0.0017, and cFinLDA&SP500, 0.0014, are significantly better than those from SP500 alone, 0.0085, and LDA&SP500, 0.0069. The average MAE and MAD also show the same results -see Table 9 . Thus, the additional features from LDA gave only a little value added to the prediction but the additional features from d-FinLDA and c-FinLDA clearly improved the prediction. As we experimented BPNN 1,000 times to get average results, we picked an example of predicted results from one of a thousand experiments to show the differences between actual price of S&P 500 and the predicted values by BPNN when using different sets of features in Fig. 13 . The example VOLUME 7, 2019 in the figure shows that the predicted values from BPNN with SP500 and LDA&SP500 departed from the actual value when the time passed, while the predicted values from BPNN with c-FinLDA&SP500 and d-FinLDA&SP500 were still close to the actual price. The example result is also shown in the predicted/actual scatter plot and Regression Error Characteristic curve in Fig. 14. Both Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 illustrate that the performances of BPNN when using c-FinLDA&SP500 and d-FinLDA&SP500 were a lot better than those when using SP500 and LDA&SP500.
b: RESULTS OF BPNN IN THE WALK-FORWARD VALIDATION
For the second approach of backtesting with the walk-forward testing from 10 overlapping of 6-month dataset, we also repeated BPNN 1,000 times to get average results from each dataset and show the average measurements in Table 10 -13 and plot them in Fig. 15 . Table 10 shows that the average performances of BPNN when using c-FinLDA&SP500 and d-FinLDA&SP500 were better than that when using SP500 in 8 out of 10 steps of walk-forward testing, and c-FinLDA&SP500 was the best in 6 out of 10 steps. Table 11 and 12 show that the average performance of BPNN when using d-FinLDA&SP500 was better than that when using SP500 in 8 out of 10 steps of walk-forward testing, and c-FinLDA&SP500 was better than SP500 in 7 out of 10 steps. Table 13 shows that the average performance of BPNN when using d-FinLDA&SP500 was better than that when using SP500 in 7 out of 10 steps of walk-forward testing, and c-FinLDA&SP500 was better than SP500 in 5 out of 10 steps. Additionally, the graphs in Fig. 15 display a better angle of the comparison that the benefit of c-FinLDA and d-FinLDA was appeared distinctly when only features from S&P 500 were not good enough. Furthermore, the worse performance of BPNN when using SP500, the more the additional features from LDA decrease the performance of BPNN. Besides, the average performance from 10 datasets in Table 14 shows that the features from c-FinLDA&SP500 are the best, followed by the features from d-FinLDA&SP500, and the worst is LDA&SP500. Accordingly, the final results from BPNN empirically show the benefit of both d-FinLDA and c-FinLDA in data mining for financial time series prediction.
As the results from LDA&SP500 are worse than the results from d-FinLDA&SP500 and c-FinLDA&SP500 from BPNN, it implies that the additional features from FinLDA are better than the additional features from LDA. Accordingly, taking changes of financial time series into account in FinLDA can make the features better for the financial time series prediction than the features from LDA. Moreover, as the results from LDA&SP500 are worse than the results from SP500 alone from SVR-RBF and only a bit better than the results from SP500 alone from BPNN when using the first approach of backtesting, and worse than the results from SP500 alone from both SVR-RBF and BPNN when using the second approach of backtesting, the features extracted from text by using the model that is trained by text alone (LDA) do not seem to give any advantage to the financial prediction. On the contrary, the results from d-FinLDA&SP500 and c-FinLDA&SP500 are better than the results from SP500 alone from BPNN. It implies that taking changes of financial time series into account in FinLDA can make the normal text features become the features for financial time series prediction, esp. with BPNN.
In summary, our features from d-FinLDA and c-FinLDA empirically gave value added to the prediction when they were used in BPNN and our features from d-FinLDA empirically gave a bit value added to the prediction when they were used in SVR with RBF kernel. Moreover, the differences between the benefits from LDA and FinLDA show that incorporation of changes in financial time series in FinLDA improves features for the prediction.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We introduced FinLDA to extract better features from news articles for the prediction. This FinLDA is an extension of the Latent Dirichlet Allocation model which takes changes in financial time series into account. The extracted features can be used in any machine learning algorithm to predict financial results. In our experiment, parameters of our two FinLDA variants (one with discrete input data and the other with continuous variables describing changes) were estimated by using both news articles from Reuters and Standard & Poor's 500 Index data and the final outputs from the two FinLDA variants were used as input features in two conventional machine learning algorithms, i.e., SVR and BPNN, to validate the benefit of the features from FinLDA when comparing with other features. Although adding FinLDA resulted in only minor changes with SVR, FinLDA gave some value to the prediction. Additionally, BPNN was significantly better with FinLDA showing 5-to 6-fold drops in MSE in predictions. Accordingly, our features from FinLDA empirically give value added to the prediction when they are used in both BPNN and SVR.
As here is the first article in which we theoretically established and formalized the FinLDA, we therefore focused on the explanation of FinLDA in data preparation phase and conducted the initial experiment to show the benefits of the features from FinLDA applied in two conventional machine learning algorithms. Our future work will be on the comprehensive experiment to squeeze more value out of the features from FinLDA by focusing on other advanced machine learning algorithms, e.g., XGBoost, LightGBM, etc., in a modeling phase as well as on hyperparameter tuning.
